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VOLATILIZATION AND MIXING IN GLASSES OF SOME

APOLLO 14 REGOLITH BRECCIAS

D. T. Vaniman and G. H. Heiken

Earth and Space Sciences Division, MS D462

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Ahmos, NM 87545

Three unique samples can distinguished by analysis of all glass types,

including devitrified glasses, in a suitq of 26 Apollo 14 regolith breccias.

These unique samples include the well-studied sample 14315, which has an

abundance of anorthositic gabbro glasses and devitrified glasses; 14004,77,

which has no glasses other than those that match the local soil; and 14076,5,

which contains no glasses similar to the local soil or to LKW. Sample 14076,5

is clearly exotic, for it contains devitrified glasses of anorthositic

composition and of a silica-volatilized (HASP) trend that stems from

anorthosite; these silica-volatilized glasses contain tha new mineral

yoshiokite. HASP glasses in this exotic sample and HASP glass spheres that stem

from the Apollo 14 soil composition differ greatly from the HASP glasses at

Apollo 16. The various HASP glasses can be just as useful as non-volatilized

glasses in searching for major crusbal or ’regolith lithologies.

INTRODUCTION

itegalithbreccias provide individual’coherent soil samples that may or ❑ay

not have formed from the surrounding regolith, A large part of the intert!stin

regolit,hbreccias is due so sti~dieswhich indicate that some of them represent

regolithn that are much older than the unconsolidated surrounding soil (McKay

et al., 1986) or regoliths that are exotic to their collection locality (Jerde

et al., in pess). If old or exotic, the fragments within regolith breccias can

provide c’ ~ ~ to the lithology of rogoliths that are not represented in known

lunar samp~es or of foxsil regoliths that no longer exist on the Moon.
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Glasses in regoliths and regolith breccias are small fragments that can

provide large amounts of information about the impact melu and volcanic

lithologies that contributed to these samples. Delano (1988) has studied

glasses from five large (140 to 1360 g) regolith breccias from the Apollo 14

site. His study showed that at least six pristine ❑are glasses occur in these

samples, and that relative ages for the regolith breccias may be inferred from

the number of pristine glasses in each sample (younger regolith breccias h~ve

more types of pristine glasses, since they sample a longer history of ❑are

volcanism). The present study summarizes data for a larger number of smaller

(mostly <40g) regolith breccia samples from Apollo 14. Because of the small

sizes of the subsamples analyzed (most are <0.5 cm in diameter), it was

generally rare to find more than 10 to 20 glasses in a single thin section.

The goal of this effort was to provide a comparison between the glass

populations in 27 thin sections nith bulk sample chemistry and In/FeO data

obtained by collaborators at UCLA (P. Warren and E. Jerde) and at NASA/JSC (R.

Morris). The chemical study was designed mainly as a search for exotic regolith

brecciaa that may provide new information not previously extracted from the Fra

Mauro regolith. It was hoped that the glass fragments in thin section, as

representatives of larger rock and soil types, might show a corres~andingly

exotic nature in those regolith breccias that had unique chemical compositions,

Indeed, one very unique sample representing half of the 2 g sample 14076 stands

out not only for its very anorthositic composition (Jerde et al., in press) but

also for the presence of a very unique set of devitrified glass fragments that

represent impact in an almost ‘pure~ anc!rthositeterrain with extreme SiOa

volatilization, These devitrified glasses

new mineral unique to the lunar highlands

Because this study of glass fragments

bulk chemistry, it was decided to analyme

have yielded yoahiokite, the first

(Vaniman and Bioh, in prep.).

was intended to be a comparison with

not only the small glans npheres but

also to analyze glasses that had undergone obvious devitrification, glaoses

with vesicles and small inclusions, a~glutinates, matrix glasses, and ropy

glasses. Although these analyses might be ~rgued to include features that are

too varied for uniform interpretation in one study, it would be unacceptable to

ignore large but “messy” glass types in a search for explanat~icinsof chemical

variation in the bulk samples, Thus a wide variety of glass types is

represented here, and the resultJ include a consideration of the ral%tions

between glass type and sine as well as chemistry,
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It is well documented that impact glasses (1) are products of impact

melting events that sample regolith rather than rocks and (2) often have

compositions that are skewed to lower K, Na, antiSi content because of impact

volatilization. Nancy et al. (1976) documented the effects of Si

volatilization, and Delano et al. (1981) have used refractory-element ratios to

“see throughm this effect and recover part of the original soil chemistry. In

this report as much emphasis will be given to the effects of fractional

vaporization as to the decipherment of original constituents.

METHODS

Electron microprobe analyses were obtained on a Cameca

with Tracer Northern electronics. Microprobe automation is

Chambers (1985); data reduction using ❑edified Bence-Albee

Camebax instrument

described in

empirical correction

factors ig described in Chambers (in press). A beam current of 15 nA was used.

Analysiesiwere obtained either in rastered areae that covered large portions of

homogeneous glasses and devitrified glaaaes, or with focused beams to avoid

vetlicles,inclusions, and local devitrification. Glasses forms were classified

and ❑emured by petrographic microscopy.

RESULTS: CLASSIFICATION

Classes were classified by color, form, special features, and sise prior to

analysis. Colorless, yellow, green, orange, black, and brown coior

classifications were “seal,Glass forms were classified as spheres (or sphere

fragments), angular, splash coats, sgglutinatea, ropy glasses, and matrix

glasses (those that saturate a porous ❑atrix). Special features were defined

for those fragments that were not clear glass; these features were

devitrification avoided in ❑icroprobe analysis, pervasive devitrification that

was analyzed by broad-beam methods, edge or rim cryetallisation avoidcidin

microprobe analysis, inclusions or quench crystals avoided in analysis, and

vesicles.

For ~ystematic chemical classification, compo~itions were categorised

according to a ❑edified scheme based on Nancy at al. (1976, 1U77). Theme

references provide a classification scheme for highland glaas Lypem based on

major-element cumpooition, The NBney scheme *as uBed asia to clwsrnify
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plaEioclase glass (-34% AlaOa), gabbroic anorthosite (*31% Ala08), anorthositic

&!+!& (“26X Alaoa)l !&! (1OW-K Fra ~auro) “22% Alaog) and Apollo 14 Al.

(equivalent to typical Apollo 14 regolith composition, *16% A120J . In

addition, mixed mare glasses were defined as those that have CaO/A120a weight——

ratios above 0.75 but do not fit the ‘pristinea Apollo 14 glass classifications

of Delano (1988); pristine mare are those that do fit his criteria. RhYolitic

glasses were defined as those with SiOa weight contents greater than 60%.

Feldspathic highlad glasses with >18% AlaOa and <40% Si02 are classified as

‘lJ&’, in a modification of the use of this acronym by !Vaneyet al. (1976).

Although Nancy et al. (1976) used this term f~r glasses derived by Si02

volatilization from anorthositic gabbro (-26% A120a), the genetic implications

of the term (high-Al residue due to Si volatilization) make it applicable to a

broad range of impact-volatilifiedglasses. The EASP compositions in Apollo 14

regolith breccias are especially complex, since volatilization fron both Fra

Mauro and anorthositic sources is observed. This complexity, however, allows a

general comparison af the volatilization process.

The results of this classification scheme applied to all of the glass and

dovitrified glass constituents is listed in Table 1. Table 1 also shows the

application of this classification scheme to the 357 glass analyses from soil

sample 14259 obtainer!by Brown et al, (1971). The analyses of form, size, and

chemical composition on which the regolith breccia glass and devitrified glass

classifications are based can be vbtained by writing to tbe authors.

DISCUSSION

9ystem~tic Chemical Variatioq

&fractorY-element Ratioq. All of the glasses Bnd devitrified glaese8

analyzed can be considered as a group, and am neparate glass types. As a

group, the effectm of impact volatilization can be suppressed by examining

the variation among refractory elements, In this manner, Delano et al.

(1981) examined glaeses from all of the Apollo sites except Apollos 14 and

17, They did not rely on the volatile constituents (K20, N~O, Si02, Fe)

but instebd developed hyperbolic mixing curves based on refractory-element

ratios (Ti/Al vs. Cm/Ti, and Mg/Al vs. Cu/Ti). These curveo could be shown

to ❑atch the larger-scale variation in soils due to mixing at each ~ite,
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even though many of the glasses analyzed had suffered volatile-element

losses. Similar curves are shown in Fig. 1 for all of the glasses analyzed

in this study.

The plot of Ti/Al versus Ca/Ti in Fig. la indicates a general hyperbolic

mixing curve for all of the glasses and devitrified glassas analyzed. The

alig~.mentof compositions along this curve shows a mixing relationship (or

several families of mixing relationships) that extends from high-Ti basalts

(Ti/Al > 1.8) to the plagiocl=e-like glasses (Ca/Ti > lCMM). This

alignment passea through the typical Apollo 14 (Fra Mauro) soil

composition. Those glass compositions that deviate greatly can not be major

contributors to the Fra Mauro soils and regolith breccias. Figure la

indicates two exotic glass types: a high-K (> 7% LO) rhyolite that falls

below the curve, and the low-Ti (<2% TiOJ pristine mare glasses that fall

above the curve. The rhyolite compositions, and end-members for the

apparent low-Ti pristine mare trend, are listed in Table 2. Eigh-K rhyolite

occurs both as a single clear glass sphere and as a ropy glass; ropy

glasses in general have higher Si content than the typical Fra Mauro soil

glass(ls.

Iklractory-element ❑ixing variations form a ❑ore diffuse hyperbola where

an element is not held in common between the ratios plotted. Nevertl.eless.

the plot of Mg/Al versus Ca/Ti in Fig. lb shows the same distinctive

separation of high-K rhyolites below the main trend, and low-Ti pristine

❑are glasses above the trend. The other glass/devitrified glass typus

scatter along the trend, but indicate complex groupings and multiple mixing

relationshipa.

In both Figs. la and lb, the best-fit hyperbolic curves through the

major glass clusters are those that tie high-Ti mare corapositionst,oa

variety of feldspathic highland compositions. The importance of high-Ti

basalts in mixing may well be due to their greater age: Delano (1988)

proposed that the high-Ti pristine glasses in Apollo 14 regolith breccias

are older than the other pristine mare glasses. This inferr~ncewas based on

the occurrence of high-Ti compositions au the sole mare gluns in some

regolith breccias, whereas the the low-Ti compositions aro oiten ❑ixed with

the high-Ti types (thus suggesting that there was an early episode of

regolith breccia formation when only the high-Ti types were pres~nt). A

greater age for the high-Ti mare comFonition would allow an earlier
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(perhaps more intense) and longer period of impact mixing to incorporate

this component into glasses, regolith, and regolith breccias among the

Apollo 14 samples.

In Fig, lb, the scatter of glass compositions other than high-K rhyolite

or low-Ti pristine ❑are allows a wide range of hyperbolic ❑ixing curves.

Two such curves are shown, one through the high Mg/Al part of the Fra Mauro

cluster and into the anorthositic gabbro cluster, the other at lower Hg/Al

and passing close to the x-axis toward EASP-like and plagioclase glasses.

Clearly, the more anorthositic compositions (Ca/Ti > 500) do not fall along

a single simple ❑ixing trend that includes most anorthositic gabbros.

Delano et al. (1981) proposed that the refractory-element ratio curves may

be used to constrain the original lithologic components in a regolith

sample; for the glasses in Fig. 1, sep=ate mixing trends for mafic

anorthositic gabbro (high Hg/Al) and for anorthosite (low Hg/Al) can be

perceived, although the high Ca/Ti members themselves are impact mixtures

rather than pristine igneous rocks.

Volatile-element Variation, Volatilisation of constituents such as \O,

N~O, SiOa, and Fe modifies the chemical trends due to impact mixing

(Delano et al,, 1981). However, the volatilisation procem itself is a

measure of how severe the impact history has been for specific glasa

groups. Nancy et al. (1976) related EA8P glasses in Apollo 16 regolith to

an anorthositic gabbro (N26% A1208) parent composition. Figure 2 plots a

major refractory oxide (AlaOa)against relatively volatile SiOa.

Composition above 40% Si02 may include some samplee with Si02 loss by

vcl.utilization,but generally contain smples with little or no SiOa

volatile loss, Feldspathic highland glasses with SiOa <40% are are meetly

if not all attributable to some amount of Si02 volatilization (note that

❑afic highland glasses from dunitic sources and Ti-rich ❑are glasses can

have such low SiOa contents without SiOa volatilination)i

In Fig, 2 there are two HASP trends. Lineiu common to a broad range of

regolith breccias (columns 5 and 6 in Table 2) and can be tied to a Fra

Mauro-type (WIO% AlaO,) oource composition; we refer to this as the ‘Apollo

14 HASP trend”. The other occuro only in regolith breccia 14076,5 and can

be tied to an anorthositic (-34% i’.laOa)source. Both are far different from
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the Apollo 16 HASP described by Nancy et al. (1976), and both provide

further constraints on the SiOa-volatilization process.

When the term HASP was first employed (Nancy e’ al., 1976), it was used

to describe a range of Si-volatilized glasseg at Apollo 16 related to an

anorthositic gabbro parent composition. The local soils at Apollo 16 have

compositions intermediate between anorthositic gabbro and gabbroic

anorthosite (about 25% to 30% A120a); thus the soils themselves are not

especially appropriate parent material for the Apollo 16 EASP, Clusters of

appropriate composition (N26% A1208), however, are represented by the

Apollo 16 dimict breccias and perhaps one group of impact-melt splashes

(See et al., 1986). The Apollo 1!3HASP may have related origins, perhaps as

silica-volatilized impact droplets formed from melts equivalent to the

veined breccias formed beneath large impact craters.

Figure 2 shows that none of the HASP-like glasses or devitrified glasses

in Apollo 14 regolith breccias follow the Apollo 16 EASP trend. ‘l’heApollo

14 EASP trend is common to a number of Apollo 14 regolith breccias. There

is no significant difference between the composition of Apollo 14 regolith

and the projected parent composition for the Apollo 14 HASP trend. If the

Apollo 14 HASP formed in a manner similar to the Apollo 16 HASP, it is

possible that at Apollo 14 the impact regime equivalent to that of Apollo

16 dimict breccia formation occurred entirely within a thick regolith

sequence of uniform Fra Mauro regolith composition.

The high-Al EMP trend is unique. It occurs only in the sample 14076,5.

The projected parent composition for this HASP trend is anorthositic, with

’34% Al~08. The implications of this trend are far-reaching, because the

regolithc collected from Apollo and Luna sampling sites do not incluue such

pure anorthositic ❑aterial. However, ❑aps generated from Apollo orbital

geochemical data reveal extensive terrains of anorthositic regolith on the

lunar limbs and farside (Davis and Spudis, 1987). Although the closest of

these terrains to Apollo 14 is near the crater Grimaldi, similar ancient

anorthositic terrains may be buried at closer proximity. The thin section

14076,5 - and the related bulk sample 14076,1 (Jerde et al., in press) -

may be a product of impact into such terraina.

In addition to its unique composition, the high-Al HASP trend in 14076,5

is unique because (1) it occurs in devitrified rather than glassy

fragments, (2) the fragments are angular rather than spheres, and (3) the
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devitrification product is the new mineral yoshiokite (Vaniman and Bish, in

prep.). This new mineral is discussed below, in the more detailed

description of 14076,5. All other HASP compositions are glassy spheres;

this is so for the Apollo 16 HASP (Nancy et al., 1976) and for the Apollo

14 HASP (note the circles arou,ldall Apollo 14 BASP analyses in Fig. 2,

indicating that the samples are either spheres or sphere fragments). The

angular shapes and devitrification of the yoshiokite-bearing high-Al HASP

samples ❑ay refleci their very Ca,A1-rich composition (Table 2) or a

different method of formation. Many of the answers to questions about these

puzzling high-Al B.AS?fragments probably will not be answered until samples

are obtained from the anvrthositic lunar highland terrains.

Effects of size. The largest glass constituents in the regolith breccias

resemble the local Apollo 14 Fra Mauro regolith or the LKFM composition.

Four glasses were found with areas greater than 0.9 mm=; the largest of

these was a 8 mma splash coat draping sample 14160,147 (this is the oniy

glass analyzed in this sample, and is thus the only data point shown for

14076,147 in Table 1), The other three me splash coats (14160,149 and

14232,5) and an agglutinate (14160,145).

In the size range of 0,2 to 0.4 mm?, a greater variety of compositions

and glass types is observed. Splash coats, ropy glass, m~?.rix-soaking

glasses, and a.ngula”fragments ~f composition similar to Apollo 14 soil or

LKFM are common. In addition, angular devitrified fragments of anorthositic

gabbro glass in this size range occur in 14250,8, 14251,5, and 14315,26.

The exotic regolith breccia 14076,5, which includes the high-Al HASP

fragments, also has a large (0.32 mm?) fragment of devitrified plagioclase-

like (anorthositic) glass,

The largest glassy sphere found (in 14004,78) is 0.2 mmz, consisting of

brown glass of Apollo 14 soil composition and containing vesicles and

inclusions. The largest inclusion-free and non-vesicular glass sphere found

was also of Apollo 14 soil composition (0.06 mma yellow glass in 14004,77).

Over 90% of the glass spheres found and analyzed were in the size range

0.001-0.01 mm’.

RODY K lasses. Ropy glasses in the regolith breccia samples have a wide

range of compositions, from an anorthositic (33% AlaOa) ropy glass in
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14076,11 to the high-K rhyolitic ropy glass in 14281,20 (~econd column of

Table 2J. Regolith breccias 14160,150 and 14282,5 also contain ropy glasses

with anorthositic gabbro composition (-26% AlaOJ . However, most of the

ropy glasses analyzed have compositions similar to the Apollo 14 soil.

The Apollo 14 soil composition is also represented by fragments of

angular glass, glass beads, agglutinates, splash coats, and matrix glasses.

Ropy glasses of the Apollo 14 soil type differ slightly from these other

soil-like glasses by having a higher average Si02 content (51 * 3% SiOa

versus 48 * 2% SiOz). Although the la ranges in these silica contents

overlap, the largest Fra Mauro ropy glass (C.35 mm?; 14281,20) has the

high-silica average composition (50.8% SiOJ, and the ropy glass

compositional range is stretched toward compositions of higher silica and

lower alumina (13% versus 16% AlaOJ. A higher proportion of rhyolitic

components appears to be present in the ropy glasses.

Glasses in Distinctive ReEolith Breccias

The glass constituents in soil 14259 (Table 1) reflect the predominant

input of anorthositic gabbro, LKFM, and recycled soil compositions in

Apollo 14 soils. The average composition of Apollo 14 soil is well

represented, but the glass type next in abundance is not LKFM but

anorthositic gabbro. Approximately similar distributions of glass types are

seen in the regolith breccias, but there are notably ❑ore HASP,

plagioclase-like (anorthositic), and gabbroic anorthosite glasses in the

regolith breccias than in soil 14250 - even when the data from the

anomalous regolith breccia 14076,5 are disregarded. This greater abundance

of aluminous glasses in the regolith breccias than in the soil suggests

sampling of more aluminous terrain at the time of regolith breccia

formation. It is also significant that the sole HASP fragment found by

‘1971) in the soil is similar to Apollo 16 HASP; they found noBrown et al. ,

Apollo 14 HASP, which represents all buk one of the HASP spheres (exclusive

of the HASP in 14076,5) listed in Table 1. It is apparent that the impacts

which formed HASP glasses from the Apollo 14 soil were active before or

during the episode of regolith breccia fcmmation, and were not an important

part of bulk regolith maturation.
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Several regolith breccias stand out because of particular glass types

(e.g., the devitrified high-Al HASP in 14076,5). Exotic components often

reflecc constituents that account for chemically deviate regolith breccias,

and ❑ay help to clarify the origins of regolith breccias that have unique

compositions.

14004,77: This breccia, rather than being rxotic, has a notable lack of

glasses that do not mimic the local soil. Although its glass abundance is

small, the absence of glasses other than those formed in the immediate

vicinity may indicate derivation from a regolith of almost pure Fra Uauro

composition with very little exotic material worked in.

14076,5: This is by far the most unique of the Apollo 14 regolith

breccias studied. The regolith breccia from which this sample comes is not

homogeneous; Jerde et al. (in press) describe the portion from which thin

section 14076,5 comes as anomalously aluminous (30% AlaOa) and clearly

exotic to the Apollo 14 sampling area. The other part (represented by thin

section 14076,11) has the typical Fra Mauro regolith breccia composition.

The exotic portion (14076,5) contains a minor high-Ca rhyolite

constituent as devitrified glass spheres, and a significant amount of the

devitrified high-Al HASP glass described above. This type of HASP is unique

to this sample. This HASP composition occurs not only as devitrified

glasses, but has also been fouildin single crystals up to 250 pm long in

14076,5. X-ray diffraction analysis of mineral separates from the

equivalent sample powder (14076,1) has confirmed that these devitrified

glasses and the single crystals are a new mi~mral; t$is ❑ineral has been

named yoshiokite (Vaniman and Bish, in prep.), after the researcher who

synthesized and ~tudied similar materials. Yoshiokite is a hexagonal

nepheline-like mineral, @s- (z/2)[1(x/a)Al~e_=SiXOa2),that forms metastably

in glasses equivalent to Si-depleted anorthite that have devitrified at

about 950-1200°C. Vaniaan and Bish (in prep.) suggest that yoshiokite forms

in impact glasses from relatively ‘purew anorthositic terrains. The

occurrence of yoshiokite in this sample is in accord with the chemical data

of Jerde et al. (in press); both the aluminous composition and t]? unique

occurrence of this new mineral indicate that anorthositic terrains are ❑ore

important il the lunar highlands than the Apollo and Luna regoliths

suggest.
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The extremely low Im/FeO of 14076,5 (0.03; Jerde et al., in press) and

the absence of agglutinates in this sample might be construed to cast some

doubt on whether it is indeed a regolith breccia, However, S of the 20

devitrified glass frngments larger than 0,001 mma in this sample are

sphnres or sphere fragments (Vaniman et al., 1988). Smaller spheres can be

found throughout the matrix. This sample’s non-friable nature and

relatively low porosity (N15Z) suggest that it is an except?.onallywell-

sintered regolith breccia; the lack of agglutinates also suggt~stethat the

parent regolith was immature. The very low Ia/FeO may be due to both

extreme sintering and immaturity,

14315,26: This sample is the ‘chondrulem-bearing regolitb breccia

studied recently by Jarde et al. (1987) and earlier by other researchers

(e.g., Simonds at al,, 1977). The ‘chondrules” in 14315,26 have an

anorthositic gabbro composition that accounts for its anomalously Al-rich

composition contrasted with other Apollo 14 regolith breccias. Although

less abundant than the ‘cliondrules*,the glasses in this sample also have a

predominantly anorthositic gabbro composition, It is noteworthy ~hat naxt

to the Fra Mauro glasses, tho ❑ost abundant glass constituent in Apollo 14

regolith is anorthositic gsbbro (soil 14259, Table 1). The regolith

breccias 14004,77 and 14315,26 may provide examples of relatively ‘unmixedQ

Fra Mauro and anorthositic gabbro soil types, respectively, preserve~ as

regolith breccias at the Apollo 14 site,

CONCLUSIONS

Among Apollo 14 regolith brecciao, compositions that Jeviattifrom that

of the Apollo 14 soil are rare (Fruland, 1983). Simonds et al. (1977)

analyzed 14 regolith breccias and, with the excaption of 14315, found that

all clustered around the composition of Apollo 14 soil. Jerde et al, (1987)

re-analyzed 1431S and studied 18 additional small (4-10 mm) regolith

breccias; they found only one other anomalous sample, 14004,55 (our thin

section 14004,77), which stands apart from the Apollo 14 regolith only in

terms of its higher (N1.4X) incompatible element contsnto, In the

completion of this study, Jerde et al. (in press) analyzqd another9 cf

theoe small regolith breccias and added one portion of 14076 (14076,1; our
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thic section 14076,5) to the final lia~ of three deviate regolith breccias

out of 41.

Our study of glass compositions, including devitrified glasses, reveals

compositions that ❑atch the bulk chemical anomalies in thase three odd

regolith breccias. Sample 14315 sta.r,dsapart because the glasses and

devitrified glasses it contains are largely of anorthositic gabbro

composition; it has a notaLle paucity of glasses that match the local soil

(Table 1), Sample 14004,77 on the other hand is unique in that it contains

only glasses (ropy glasses, spheres, angular glass fragments, and matrix

glasses) that match the local soil; its lack of other more aluminous

glasses is reflected in the higher incompatible element composition found

by Jerde et al. (1987), Sample 14076,5 is by far the most unique, This

sample is not only aluainous in bulk composition (Jerde et al., in press),

it is the only sample with no glaases that match either the local soil or

LKFM compositions (Table 2). Moreover, all of the glasses in this subsample

of 14076 are devitrified and are dominated by anorthositic gahbro,

anorthosite, and high-Al HA9P compositions - including the new aluminous

mineral yoshiokite. This part of 14076 is clemly exotic, If it formed from

impacts near the Apollo 14 site, then the target area is presently hidden.

Our only sighting of appropriate highland terrains for this sample is in

the far distant anorthositic surfaces mapped by Davis and Spudis (1987).

The high-Al RASP in 14076,5 and the Fra Mauro EA3P found in many of tho

other regolith breccias broaden our understanding of silica volatilirnation

processes. At both Apollo 14 and Apollo 10, the milica volatilization

trends stem from compositions that match either the local soil or the

dimict breccias that may arise from impacts through the local regolith. In

the exotic ragolith breccia 14076,6, the SASP trend indicates a comparable

origin but in a regolith of essentially pure anorthoaite. Regolith of this

type was not sampled by the Apollo or Luna explorations; the devitrified

glasses in regolith breccia 14076,5 are our only samples. The suggestion of

Delano et ●l. (1981) - th.n~surveym of glaua composition in grab-samples

●re a powerful tool to explore the chemistry of crustal lithologies - is

amply borne out in 14076,6,
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TABLE 1
in Apollo 14 Regolith Breccias

thin NAA/EP ‘iHASPn
section ti-

14004,77 (,55)*
14004,78 (,56)0
14004,79 (,57)*
14004,80 (,58)*
14004,81 (,59)”
14004,82 (,60)”

14076, ~b (,1)””
14076,11 (,6)**

14160,144 (,113)=
14160,145 (,114)”
14160,147 (,116)”
14160,148 (,117)”
14160,149 (,118)*
14160,150 (,119)”

14194,5 (,1)””

142S0 ,8 (,5)**

14251,5 (,2)**

142S2 ,5 (,2)**

14263,23 (,8)*
14263,24 (,9)*
14263,25 (,1O)*
142(33,26 (,11)”

14281.,20 (,17)””

14282, S (,2)**

14309,10 (,8)’”

~ (,24)”
14316,16 (,13)””

E!2il
Mk!i!d

5’

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

14

1

Plag.
Glass Anorth. Gabb LKFM—— -.

Gabb. Anorth.

6
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

14

1

2
1

5
2

2

4

2

3

1
L

1

3
2

29

8

1

1
1
1

1
1

;

1
4
1

2

1

9

7

1
1
s

1

s

7
4

ml

100

1

3
3

2

3
8
1
1
1
7

2

1

3

3

1

5

1

5

61

48

A-14
soil

8
3
4
5
8

10

4

4

4

10

12

3

18

4
2
4
2

1

11

18

1

136

155

❑ixed pristine

W&l& .—mare

2’
1

3

1 2 3
1

2

1

5 2

3 1

1 1

1
1
1

1

1

2 2

2

4

10 18 18

6 23 15

“NAA/EP (neutrGn activation/elactron ❑icroprobe] mnRlysim reported in Jerde et RI.
(19&i7); ‘“NAA/EP ●nalysis reported in Jerda et kl, (in presaj
“the pristine mare glasses in 14004,78 and ,82 h~ve exceptionally high Ti(l

icontento (16-17% TiOa); they ●re oimilmr to the Ti-rich ❑are glasses from pollo
14 deucribed by Delsno (1988); bmll of the gluees in 14076,5 ~re devitrifiad;
“HASP glsasa~ in 14076,S me Al-rich md hmve devitrified to form the new ❑inorwl
yoohiokite; clmooification of glmrns~nulyuea listed in Drown at al., 1971
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TABLE 2

Distinctive Glass Sphere, Ropy Glass, and Devitrified Glass Compositions

in Apollo 14 Regolith Breccias

SiOa

TiOa

AlaO,

FeO

Mgo

CaO

N~O

$0
BaO

E

High-K Rhyolites Pristine Low-Ti Mare

14160,144 14281,20 14160,144 14160,145

sphere row KlaPs sDhere sDhere

75,7

0.86

12.6

0.41

0.07

0.61

1.00

7,77

0,00

90.1

72,6

0,27

14.5

0.30

O.m

0.79

1.62

7,20

2.80

lmol

Ca/Ti 6.41 3.49

Ti/Al 0.077 0.021

Mg/Al 0.006 0.000

46.8

1.92

8.Cll

20.3

13.8

8.50

0.10

0,04

n.b.**

99.5

5.28

0.271

1,07

46.3

0.52

9,75

17,9

15.6

8,99

0,24

0.07

n.a.

99,4

20.6

0.000

1,82

Fra Mauro HASP BASP* in

14263,23 14160,148 14076,5

-~hcme sDhere devitrified

38.9 35,6 27.3 19.3

2.51 2.61 0,04 0611

21.5 23.7 46.8 52.4

11.0 10.4 0,02 0.02

12.5 12.3 0,20 0.21

13.s 14.5 27,2 27.6

0.00 0.00 0.18 0,00

0,01 0.00 0.00 0.OO

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

99.9 99.1 100,7 99,0

6,42 0.05 810 299

0,132 0,125 0.001 0.002

0,659 1.076 0.0050.005

“The devitrified HAS} in 14076,S contains the new lunar mineral

yoahiokite (Vsniman mnd Bish, in prep.),
●*
nan. = not anBlyrnad
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Figure Captions

Fig.1: (a) Plot of Ti/Al versus Ca/Ti for all glasses and devitrified glasses

analyeiedin this study. A semilog plot is used to accommodate the high Ca/Ti

ratios (> 1000) found in plagioclase-like glanses, Two rhyolite glasses with

>7% 1$0 (columns 1 and 2 in Table 2) plot below the general mixing hyperbola.

Expanded inset plots show that (1) the portion of the entire curve ranging from

50<(Ca/Ti)<3000 is not compressed into the x-axis and (2) the portion of the

curve from 4<(Ca/Ti)<20 contains a high Ti/Al trend defined by low-Ti

“pristinei ❑are glasses that are not part of the typical mixing hyperbola.

(b) Plot of Hg/Al versus Ca/Ti for ●ll glasses anddevitrified glasses.

Absence of a common element between plotted ratios generates greater scatter

than in Fig. la, but similar limits on mixing are observed. The high-K rhyolite

and low-Ti “pristine” mare glasses still plot off of the range of main mixing

hyperbolas,

Fig. 2: Plot of AlaOs versus Si02; “x” symbols are used to distinguish the

‘pristine“ mare glasses from all other glasses and devitrified glasses, and ‘*”

symbols mark the odd range of high-Al and rhyolitic glasses in regolith breccim

14076,6. Circleg mre drawn around those glasses that occur a- spheres or u

fragmenta of mpheres. All compositions with more than 16% A190a mnd lens than

40% Si(la●re classified me “HASP-like” in this proper,The Apollo 14 HASP trend

●nd the 14076,5 high-Al HASP trend mre marked; the Apollo 16 snorthositic

gabbro HASP trend is from Nanay et ml. (1976), Only one small ((0.001 mmg]

angular fragment of glaua, in 14100,149, falla close to the Apollo 1(3 HASP

trend,
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